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This contribution focuses on the opportunity of using Internet voting as part of e-
government services. Many countries have been researching the benefits of e-voting  
solutions. Every country uses individual ideas to solve e-voting problems. Only few  
are thinking about Internet voting. This contribution describes the basic proposals  
of Internet voting solution research and the web-based application advantages for  
the Internet voting.
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INTRODUCTION [1]
Many countries  have been researching the benefits of  e-voting solutions. 
Every country uses individual ideas to solve e-voting problems. The range 
nowadays is from electronic ballot reading devices to ballot boxes installed 
in polling stations. The second electronic voting system is Internet voting. 
The Internet voting solution allows voting through the Internet  network. 
Very few countries have been working on the Internet based voting system.

Electronic voting has been attracting considerable attention during the 
last  few years.  There is  nowadays a great  deal of  interest in e-solutions. 
There are two more practical reasons for the interest in e-voting solutions. 
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The first an interest in an e-voting, system which can help to solve problems 
with domestic election systems e.g. lacking flexibility with respect to time 
frames (not in Europe, but e.g. in the USA) Also the physical accessibility of 
polling  stations,  which  may  possibly  prevent  citizens  from casting  their 
votes. The second reason is connected to the number of elections during the 
year. People do not usually want to visit polling stations very often. In a 
time when referendum is becoming increasingly popular, it is the right time 
to research other possibilities of practising democracy.

THE ELECTRONIC VOTING DESCRIPTION [2]
Electronic voting is similar to classic "paper-form" voting. In classical “pa-
per-form” voting voters entering the polling station have to be identified. If 
identification is passed, they are able to vote. The whole scenario of classical 
voting can be seen in Figure 1. 

Figure 1: The classical “paper-form” voting process

There are two recognised types of electronic voting systems. The first one is 
based on visiting a polling station. In this case voters are still identified by 
using identification cards. Voters do not fill voting cards in the paper form 
but push buttons on various electronic devices. Then voters use the elec-
tronic device to vote.
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Figure 2: The in-site electronic voting system

The second type of electronic voting system is based on remote technology. 
Usually voters have the chance to vote by using computers at remote loca-
tions or at polling stations. They use computer and Internet networks for 
voting. Voters can vote out with the normal interval for voting (usually of-
fice hours). They can also vote from abroad. These constitute the most im-
portant advantages of the remote-based voting system. This idea is usually 
called Internet voting.

Figure 3: The remote voting process
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THE IDEA OF INTERNET VOTING SOLUTIONS [3]
The main point of this contribution is the utilisation of a Internet application 
solution for remote electronic voting, because it is a solution, which allows 
the connection of electronic voting and Internet.

By using the Internet voting system you are not merely limited to Inter-
net voting. Internet voting is useful in electronic voting too. The Internet 
platform can be useful and helpful for every electronic voting system. If the 
e-voting system uses a Internet-based solution, it can be used by individual 
voters through the Internet network or it can be used in polling stations. In 
the polling station touch-screen terminals can be utilised. 

The Internet voting solution can be divided into four parts:
1. The voting application for individual voters 
2. The voting application for polling stations 
3. The database of votes 
4. The results of elections 

The voting application for individual voters would be used in Internet 
explorer (web browser). The voter has to be identified and will be able to ac-
cess the voting application. The voter identification has to be done by using 
the list of voters. The list of voters has to be in electronic form. When access 
is granted the process of vote casting can start. Each voter is permitted to ac-
cess a list of candidates in his election district only.

The voter uses web-based applications for the voting process. The first 
step is choosing and editing a ballot. Then the ballot is secured by crypto-
phytic method (e. g. public key). The secured ballot is saved into a database. 
Each ballot has an individual transaction ID. Each voter receives a ticket 
with the transaction ID and results of their voting. This is necessary for vot-
ing control and maintaining anonymity.

At the polling station the application is used without electronic identific-
ation of voters. Voters are identified by the election committee and process 
of voting continues as for electronic voting (Figure No. 2). The election com-
mittee has to control the voter if the voter does not vote by the Internet 
channel.

The third part - database of votes - can be registered and monitored by 
various database technologies. Every vote is saved only once. During the 
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process of identification, the system has to check voter status. It  means that 
the system will recognise whether voter has already logged in or not. If the 
voter had previously logged-in the voter is not allowed to log-in again.

The result of elections can be prepared automatically. The system has to 
support the algorithm(s), which are used in the country. Results are con-
trolled by an election committee or directly by voters.

CONDITIONS FOR THE ELECTRONIC VOTING SYSTEM [4]
There are several conditions for electronic voting systems. The law in the 
country has to support the electronic voting systems. The Internet voting 
solution has to follow the technical and process conditions listed below:
1. Participation in the voting process is granted only for registered voters. 
2. Each voter has to vote only once. 
3. Each voter has to vote personally. 
4. Security and anonymity of voters and voting. 

5. Security for the electronic ballot box. 
The first condition for electronic voting means, the voter should be re-

gistered by voting committee in the list of voters. This list is used as the 
basis for distribution of log-in information. If the voter is registered, they 
will be able to display the relevant list of parties and candidates. 

Voters could also vote more than once, but only the last attempt will be 
included in the final results of the election. This possibility varies in differ-
ent  e-voting systems.  If  it  is  not  possible  to  vote  more  than once,  there 
should be more complicated protection for the election against manipula-
tion and assisted voting. 

The third condition – Right to vote personally – is closely connected to 
the previous. On the other hand this is the basic responsibility of each voter 
to protect his private zone for voting – in the case of the Internet-based re-
mote voting. In the “in-site” voting the system of privacy protection will be 
similar to the current situation. 

Security and anonymity of voters and voting is probably the most im-
portant issue in the electronic voting process. The appropriate voting sys-
tem should be realized in two separate parts. The first part should be re-
sponsible for authorization of the voter and the second for storing votes. 
Therefore the system will support anonymity. The voter should check his 
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vote by the list of collected votes. The unique identification of vote will be 
known by the voter only. The voting process will be protected by using a 
cryptographic  principle.  One of  the  many applicable  solutions is  Private 
Key Infrastructure. This approach deals with two pairs of keys in the first 
part of voting system – for authorization. In the second part of voting sys-
tem – storing votes – it should deal with a public key for protection of the 
vote in the transport canal. 

The electronic ballot box should form as a database. Votes in the data-
base  will  be  ciphered  by  the  public  key  of  the  election  committee.  The 
private key, which is necessary for decrypting votes, will be held by mem-
bers of the committee. Each member will hold only part of the key. 

By investigation of these conditions and by the determination of the ini-
tial technological principles, authorities will be able to establish law to sup-
port the electronic voting system. The voting public’s consensus to the elec-
tronic voting is quite important for the parliament process too.

EXAMPLES OF USING INTERNET VOTING [5]
There are two examples of using web-based voting in Europe. The first one 
describes  a  project  prepared  in  Switzerland.  The  situation  in  Geneva  - 
Switzerland is a good example for using electronic voting systems. Voters 
are called 4 to 6 times to the elections.

Lots of voters in Geneva used to vote by postal message and 2/3 of cit-
izens have Internet access. The electronic ballot box is locked by two inde-
pendent digital keys. In Geneva a "paper-form" voting card is used. Each 
card has a transaction number. Transaction numbers are stored in the data-
base. Voters have to insert a number into the system as an authorisation 
code. Then they can vote. Each voting card has a PIN code too, which is 
used for confirmation of vote.

The second example is taken from Estonia. Identification cards are used 
in electronic voting system in Estonia. This smart card has a chip. The chip 
contains data about the holder and two certificates, two private keys. Smart 
cards can be used for various applications, not only for e-Government ser-
vices. Smart cards were important for starting the project of electronic vot-
ing in Estonia. These cards are used for identification of voters and for au-
thorization of votes. Each voter can change their vote several times.
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Frequency of e-voting by hours
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Figure 4: Frequency of e-voting in Estonia, 2007

The National Electoral Committee of Estonia (NEC) organised parliament-
ary elections in 2007. This was the first occasion that an e-voting system was 
used on a national scale. Figure Frequency of e-voting by hours shows the 
number of e-votes cast per hour during a typical day of the election which 
due to e-voting took place over several days. The first peak appeared at 9:30 
a.m. and the second peak at 8:00 p.m. Between these two peaks numbers of 
votes cast was relatively levelled, although there was a significant steady 
rise in the number of voters between 5:30 p.m and 8:00 p.m. As can be seen 
the casting of votes during the evening remains high and is indicative of a 
strong possible future for e-voting. From 12:00 p.m. To 8:00 a.m only a very 
small percentage of votes were cast. The sharp increase at 8:00 a.m may be 
caused by voter’s daily regime. 

INTERNET TECHNOLOGY FOR ELECTRONIC VOTING [6]
The Internet technology is useful for electronic voting systems. This techno-
logy is based on a client-server. The client-server technology has advantages 
in the field of  support  and installation.  There is  only one central  server, 
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which is the main part of the solution. Application development can use 
several technologies. The web based application can use AJAX user-inter-
face, which produces a more comfortable and easy environment. Web ser-
vices can be used for communication between various areas of the solution. 
Web services are very useful especially in the decentralisation of the client-
server system. A demonstration of the solution can be found on figure No. 5

Figure 5: The basic idea of architecture web-based voting system

CONCLUSION [7]
The main task of this contribution was to introduce the idea of the Internet 
voting solution. The authors in their research have been working on the 
concept and the architecture of the Internet voting solution for the Czech 
Republic. The contribution is focused on web-based systems because these 
systems are more flexible and comfortable for voters.

The next obvious advantage of electronic voting systems and especially 
of web-based systems is related to the cost of elections. 

Many countries have researched the benefits of e-voting solutions. Every 
country uses individual ways to solve e-voting problems. Only a few are 
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seriously studying Internet voting. Internet voting solutions represent the 
future of electronic voting in Europe.

Increasing Internet access supports the e-Government and e-Democracy. 
People  are  used  to  communicating  through  the  Internet.  In  the  future 
people will be used to electronic elections too. 
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